The Learning Machine
4D-4E Gagarin
Lichfield Road
Tamworth
Staffordshire
B79 7GN

26th September 2013

Dear Mr Lynch

Topcon Positioning Systems is the largest company in the world focused exclusively on providing innovative positioning technology to surveyors, civil engineers, construction contractors, equipment owners and operators.

As a major global employer operating in the built environment sector, we are fully aware of the skills required to be successful in the workplace, be that in the office, or out on site.

We believe these qualifications are particularly suitable for the 14-19 age range, and we are therefore very pleased to confirm our support for The Learning Machine’s submission of the following QCF qualifications to Ofqual:

- TLM Level 1 Certificate in Designing Engineering and Constructing a Sustainable Built Environment
- TLM Level 2 Certificate in Designing Engineering and Constructing a Sustainable Built Environment
- TLM Level 3 Award in Designing Engineering and Constructing a Sustainable Built Environment
- TLM Level 3 Certificate in Designing Engineering and Constructing a Sustainable Built Environment
- TLM Level 3 Diploma in Designing Engineering and Constructing a Sustainable Built Environment

This unique education initiative is an inspiring project to bring the real world to the classrooms of today to educate the professionals of tomorrow. The programme is developed by people who are working in the 21st century construction sector and understand what our industry needs from future employees. The teaching utilises the latest technology to enhance the classroom experience giving practical as well as theoretical teaching.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Ian Stilgoe FCInstCES MRICS
Geomatics Business Manager
Topcon Europe Positioning